Bragging Writes

We take pride in the things that Commonwealth Honors College students, faculty, and staff are doing. Read all about these things here!

**CHC Alumna Named Associate Provost for Data and Analytics**
Ann Marie Russell '01, who graduated magna cum laude with a bachelor's degree in psychology, is returning to UMass Amherst — this time as the Associate Provost for Data and... Read More

**Students Deliver Water Purification Filters in Puerto Rico**
A group of UMass Amherst students in the Sustainability Projects Abroad club recently went to Puerto Rico to deliver 100 water purification filters to people and villages affected... Read More

**And The #MyHonorsThesis Winners Are...**
It is with great excitement that Commonwealth Honors College announces the winners of the #MyHonorsThesis Video Contest. While there were many great videos, three stood out... Read More
**CHC Senior Awarded Prestigious Churchill Scholarship**
The Winston Churchill Foundation recently awarded University of Massachusetts Amherst senior Edridge D’Souza a 2019 Churchill Scholarship, which provides funding to American... [Read More]

**Alumni Publication in CommonWealth Magazine**
Michael Nicholson, a CHC graduate who earned two bachelor's degrees in history and political science (2016) and a master's in public policy from UMass (2017,) recently co-authored... [Read More]

**Professor Gopalappa on Public Health and Mathematical Modeling**
The screen read, “Goal 3: ‘Healthy lives for all at all ages,” and, underneath it, a list of factors impeding this goal. As students learned at the Pizza and Prof presentation... [Read More]

**Twelve UMass Amherst Researchers Recognized As Among Most Highly Cited in the World**
Twelve researchers at UMass Amherst are being recognized for being among the world’s most highly cited researchers in 2018. Commonwealth Honors College would like to extend... [Read More]
UMass Amherst 2018-2019 Rising Researchers
The UMass Amherst Rising Researcher award honors students who excel in research and who demonstrate leadership and impact in their chosen field of study. Research Next selects the... Read More

Freshman Awarded $10,000 STEM Scholarship
The Alliantgroup Blue Heart Fund STEM Scholarship Program recently awarded a $10,000 scholarship to Elana Carleton, a Commonwealth Honors College freshman majoring in biochemistry... Read More

UMass Women into Leadership 2019 Fellows
Over 100 undergraduate UMass students applied to be 2019 UMass Women into Leadership fellows (UWiL), and twenty-five undergraduate students were accepted in November. The fellows... Read More

Honors Student INFORMS Competition Finalist
“You need to find something you enjoy. If you don’t enjoy the subject you’re looking at, it can be very painful or not enjoyable. Find something you love and are... Read More
Du Bois as Existential Philosopher

"We will never run out of things for which turning to Du Bois will be useful," Dr. Thomas Meagher said in his keynote lecture for this year’s annual Du Bois Research Day, held on... Read More

2018 Annual Daffodil Planting: Building Community

Despite a light drizzle and slight chill, UMass students gathered on Saturday, October 13th, to plant daffodils around CHC quad, between the Sycamore and Elm residency halls.... Read More

Afternoon of Live Music 2018

"I thought it was real tip-top," sophomore and Wicked Pitch a cappella group member Douglass Appleman said. “Real tip top event with all the food and the kind of energy.”... Read More

Lecture on Health Disparities and Social Movements

Professor Dean E. Robinson, associate professor in political science and Terrence Murray Professor for the Commonwealth Honors College, delivered the Honors College Plenary... Read More
CHC Student Essays Included in Professor Bertone-Johnson's "Cursed?"
Professor Bertone-Johnson’s experience teaching “Ideas That Change the World,” a discussion based Honors seminar, gave her the inspiration to commission Cursed? The Biologic and...

Dr. Crago Talks Sustainability
The Pizza & Prof series kicked off on Monday, September 24 with a presentation from Christine L. Crago, Assistant Professor in the UMass Amherst Department of Resource...

CHC Professor Ventura Pérez Excavates New Knowledge from Old Bones
Commonwealth Honors College Professor Ventura Pérez, along with his colleagues, were recently published in Science Advances. Funded by Thomas Edison, Science Advances is an...

August Thomas ’09 Authors Successful Spy Thriller
This past April, at age 24, Commonwealth Honors College alumna August Thomas ’09 published her debut novel, Liar’s Candle. Beginning fiction writing at age 13, she was only 14...
Jonathan Maciel '19 Imparts Knowledge to Incoming Students

“As you explore the array of classes, Registered Student Organizations and activities offered at UMass, I’d like for you to ask yourselves not ‘who do I want to be in life?’ but ‘... Read More
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